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Abstract

The aim of the research were (1) to examine participants' pragmatics competence toward English formal, neutral and formal request, (2) to find evidence of the participants' lack of pragmatics competence toward various setting of English pragmatics situations. qualitative and quantitative methods were applied to analyze the result of the findings. English grammar competence test was given to determine the subjects' grammar competence. The English pragmatic test was given to determine the subject's competence on English pragmatic. the subjects of the research were grouped into 3 categories; group a, subjects whose English grammar competence are at basic level, group b, subjects whose English grammar competence are at intermediate level and group c, subjects whose English grammar competence are at advance level. Each group consists of 5 individuals, who have no prior information of the test model and the aims of the research. IELTS model test is administered before the pragmatic competence test, to groups the subjects of the research. There are 3 parts of the English pragmatic competence which researcher applied to determine the result of the research, (1) identifying formal, informal and neutral request utterances, (2) expressing willingness and unwillingness with reasons in using the utterances (3) answering appropriately to multiple questions. the result of the research shows different finding from each of the English grammar competence level. The research result unsurprisingly shows low level of pragmatics competence at intermediate and basic level of grammar competence. Different result showed at higher level whereas the relationship between grammar and pragmatic competence is strong.
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1. Introduction

Indonesian education system of English pedagogic has put the linguistic knowledge components as the base of all curricula at almost all levels of teaching. The four skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking competence are designed for learners to recognise and operate the language communicatively among them, thus first language pragmatic may either interfere or absorb in the second language communication interface. The exclusion of the second language pragmatic knowledge in Indonesian English education system will surely prone to communication breakdown at international level of communication.
Pragmatics is a subfield of linguistics that has been defined as ‘the study of language from the point of view of users, especially of the choices they make, the constraints they encounter in using the language in social interaction and the effects their use of language has on other participants in the act of communication’. (Crystal, 1997, p.301). The terminology of Pragmatics competence was originally placed within the philosophy of language (Morris, 1983), but then has developed in use at other sub-disciplines such as sociolinguistics. The term then has excessively used in the field of second and foreign language pedagogic. As Chomsky (1980 p.224) described, “knowledge of condition and manner of appropriate use (of the language) in conformity with various purposes”. This concept as the opposition to ‘grammatical competence’, which is the “knowledge of form and meaning”.

Pragmatics has long been considered one of the acquired competences which English learners find challenging to master. This competence is neither learnt nor taught in classroom mode, thus it is impossible without prior experience of language interaction in its real environment. One mother tongue pragmatic competence might too different or difficult than second language pragmatic. In this respect, Blum-Kulka (1991) states, the main obstacle to learners’ exploiting their general knowledge base appears to be their restricted second language linguistic knowledge or difficulty in accessing it smoothly. Furthermore, to acquiring processing control over their already existing pragmatic foundations, adult second language or foreign language learners need to develop new representation of pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic knowledge not existing in their L1 (Byalistoc, 1993). Thus, Nemser (1971) adds, learner language is not a deviant system represented by language learners at “successive stages of proficiency”, or one typical of nonnative speakers “communicating imperfectly in English”.

Pragmatics competence is defined as ‘knowledge of how an addressee determines what a speaker is saying and recognizes intended illocutionary force conveyed through subtle attitudes in the speaker’s utterance’ (Fraser, 1983, P.29). Understanding of the features of pragmatics of the target language is important as the understanding of the features of the grammar to ensure the development of the communication competence of the language learners. As a result, features of pragmatics of the target language should be incorporated into foreign language classes (Rafieyan 2016a; Rafieyan, 2016b; Rafieyan, 2016c). The claim of the importance of the pragmatics competence is supported by Bachman’s (1990) model communicative competence which considers pragmatic competence and grammatical competence as two distinct aspect of communicative competence. Research has revealed that the level of grammatical knowledge does not necessarily mean a high pragmatics knowledge, and even the advance levels of language proficiency learners may not and possibly cannot achieve a native-like pragmatics competence (Bardovi-Harlig & Dornyei, 1998; Bardovi-Harlig, 2001; Barron, 2003; Gharaghani et. Al., 2011)

Bordovi-Harlig et al. (2008), have investigated and questioned the pragmatics competence of language learners. They examined the impact of the level of instruction and the use of first language on the development and use of specific pragmatics aspects of competence, referred to as conventional expressions. The findings of this research showed that language learners of various native languages often share strategies of production and language learners develop their
conventional expressions usage at the higher levels of competence. The research findings also signal that exposure to target language in the target language environment can be a contributing factor to the development of competence in pragmatics.

2. Methodology

In this research of pragmatics competence the researcher intends to provide proofs of the Indonesian perception of politeness in the area of requests. Are Indonesian learners of English sensitive enough to distinguish how the Politeness Principle (Lakoff, 1995) operates differently in the Bahasa Indonesia and English environment? Are they able to recognize the rules of a polite conversation at all?

Indonesians tend to be more indirect than the English people. This indirectness is often apparent as a result of a negative transfer from Bahasa Indonesia in general. What an Indonesian learner of English regards as polite, a native speaker may view to have quite an opposite impact, being inappropriate and causing social disharmony.

All the participants in this research were adult and were grouped into 3 level of grammar competencies (based on their earlier-administered IELTS test) and were supposed to be at the level of appropriate grammar competence of English since they are in post graduate program of English with a university degree in English. Sex or age of the participants was not taken into consideration. No particular pragmatic instructions had been given to them before the test. It is difficult to say to what extent they had come across pragmatic training, since they had been taught by several teachers each of whom would have their own preferences in teaching methods and priorities. They had also been exposed to a number of course books.

The aim of this research was to test subjects’ pragmatic competence and find evidence of the lack (failures to identify) of subjects’ English pragmatics competence toward various scope of pragmatics parameters, namely formal, neutral and informal request. The test conducted on subjects who are being considered intermediate to advance English users, based on their level of proficiency, should already have developed to some extent.

According to the common European referential framework, learners of English at intermediate level (B1) are expected to be able to understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. They should be able to deal with most situations likely to arise while travelling in an area where the language is spoken. They should manage to produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal interest. They can describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes and ambitions and briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions and plans.

3. Findings

3.1. Formal, neutral and informal expressions.

In the first part of the research, participants were provided with a number of requests:
The subjects of the research were supposed to mark each phrase F (formal), I (informal), N (neutral) based on their prior knowledge and understanding of the expression or phrases. The participants’ perception of different formality levels of the requesting phrases is shown in table 1. Neither the successful identification of the phrases nor performance of particular participants is commented on as these were not the objectives of the research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was substantial variation across the participants. The participants were not particularly consistent in their perception of different formality levels. Despite the low number of participants 8 (eight), the research reflects a rather low pragmatic ability of students. The results demonstrate the findings that a relatively high level of proficiency does not guarantee a high level of pragmatic competence.

3.2. Usage of pragmatics expressions

In the second part of my pragmatic research, students were to decide which of the phrases they would never use in a conversation and, on the contrary, which do they use most often.

Question 1: Which of the phrases would you personally never use? Why not?
Students’ comments are as follows:

S1: I would never use phrases a, c, e, k, l, m, - I never use that because it is formal sentences, usually we use that for old people or teacher, but I never talk with old people use English language.

S2: I would never use phrases a, c, e, h, j, l, m, - because I only like the simple phrases besides, it is easier than the others

S3: I would never use phrases i, - it is too long. It takes time to say it

S4: I would never use phrases a, c, e, k, l, - those phrases are to formal formal for me

S5: I would never use phrases a, e, l, m – those expression seems too much formal while it rare to use English in formal situation

S6: I would never use phrases a, – I don’t use formal language too often.

S7: I would never use phrases i, – it’s too long

S8: I would never use phrases i, – because it’s too long

There was a unifying tendency not to select the long phrases for being complicated and too polite. Some participants were not able to identify any phrases they would not probably be willing to use.

Question 2: Which ones do you use the most often?

Students’ choice:

7 students chose b. (87.5%),
5 students chose i. (62.5%)
4 students chose n. (50%)
3 students chose g. (37.5%)
2 students chose f. (25%)
2 students chose h. (25%)
1 student chose j. (12.5%)

Students follow their strong inclination to use short phrases with modals can and could, which they probably learnt at the beginning of their studies. This might have not been in the context of requests but as means of expressing ability.

3.3. Appropriateness of pragmatics expressions.

The third part of the research was conducted in the form of a multiple choice test. Participants were supposed to read five requests and choose a response which is not appropriate. No grammatical errors were included. Students were to recognize errors related to an inappropriate formality or politeness level and some typical errors caused by a negative transfer from Bahasa Indonesia were also included.

1. Do you mind opening the door for me?
   a. Not at all. b. OK. c. Yes, of course.
2. May I come in?
   a. Of course.  
   b. Please, do.  
   c. You are welcome.

3. Can you switch off the TV? (mother to her son)
   a. Yes, of course.  
   b. Sorry, but…  
   c. I’m sorry. That’s not possible.

4. Could I borrow your dictionary? (two classmates)
   a. OK. Here it is.  
   b. Yes, sure.  
   c. By all means.

5. Would you be kind enough to let me know?
   a. Yeah, sure.  
   b. Yes, certainly.  
   c. I’d be glad to.

   Negative transfer was apparent in request 1 and 2. 50% of participants identified option c (Yes, of course) as an inappropriate response to Do you mind opening the door for me? And 50% of participants considered the phrase You are welcome as not appropriate in request 2. Requests 3, 4 and 5 were much better evaluated. Only 37.5% of participants chose the correct option in requests 3 and there are 50% in request 4, and 62.5 % as for request 5.

4. Conclusion

   The results of this sub-test show that the participants in general (since some participants failed to read the instructions) were relatively capable of identifying the inappropriate level of formality and politeness. On the other hand, they were rather misled by the temptation to rely on the rules of Indonesian social responses.

   The research proved that the participants’ pragmatic knowledge on the formal, neutral and informal was inconsistent; it showed that the participants built some kind of doubt in selecting the utterance as formal, neutral or informal. The inconsistent identification is treated as the inability to identify the obvious pragmatics knowledge of the native speakers.

   The research also proved that most participants selected the monotonous simple can and could in building their communication mode of requesting, this of course showed the lack of knowledge of using wider selection of modal for request. Therefore, the research found evidence of participants’ requesting strategies is not very profound.

   The participants’ pragmatics knowledge may largely be influenced by their early language learning experience, where English is shaped by traditional linguistic competency based curriculum. The participants would obviously benefit from the teachers’ pragmatic instruction if it was given on a real English environment and at regular basis. Another factor has to be taken into consideration, is the students’ motivation. Learners often use English primarily as a means of communication. Their ambition is to become capable of making complete sentences without inspecting their pragmatic functions. In English as a Foreign Language environment the motivation to
understand the social meaning of utterances has never been the main or even the second target of English learners competence.

5. Suggestion

Since the research has shown the different levels of understanding of the English Grammar and English Pragmatics, and that the evidence suggests that the relationship is strong at the higher level of grammar competence to English grammar competence. The researcher proposes some approaches that may be best applied during the teaching and learning process of both English grammar and English competence, they are; first, the teaching and learning of English grammar should always include the understanding of English contextual, which aim to strengthen students' understanding of pragmatics usage in communication. Secondly, there must be topic related for every exercise of language teaching and learning which derive students to identify the usage of formal, informal and neutral usage of English expressions in context learning. Thirdly, it is recommended that the students of English should always keep in mind that learning a language means learning and absorbing cultural aspect of a language, grammar is never be the only insurance to successful communication, pragmatics understanding is also one of the key to successful and much natural way of learning a language, in this matter, English.
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